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(b) In paragraph 6 of the August 8 Affidavit, Mr. Pichota lists the financial due diligence materials 

provided by Mantle to Travelers that refer to M reclamation obligations or 

EPA namely (i) 

page 2 of the August 2021 Mantle Flash Report (  to the August 8 Affidavit) sets out 

the 

September 1, 2021 Lender Budget Report ( ) sets out the month by month (Aug-21 to 

Dec-21) Reclamation Security and Reclamation Trust; (iii) page 5 of the September 23, 2021 

Equipment Acquisition Analysis - Flasha Deal Analysis & Assumptions ( ) sets out the 

month by month (Jan-22 to Dec-22) Accrued Reclamation Obligations under Current Liabilities; 

(iv) page 4 of the September 2021 Internal Financial Report ( ) sets out the Accrued 

Reclamation Obligation as at 30-Sept-21 under Long Term Liabilities; and (v) page 4 of the 

October 2021 Internal Financial Report ( ) sets out the Accrued Reclamation Obligation 

as at 31-Oct-21. 

(c) 
includes 

e material agreements and 

 

(d) Before making advances under the Travelers Loan Agreement, Travelers was aware that Mantle 

was in the business of extracting, processing and marketing gravel and other aggregates from 

public and private pits, and that reclamation obligations had accrued.  The equipment financed 

by Travelers was used to carry on this business.  Travelers is a sophisticated alternative capital 

provider to public and private mid-market enterprises seeking custom finance solutions outside 

of those offered by traditional lending institutions.2  If the reclamation obligations of Mantle did 

 then it is unclear 

what the purpose of the condition precedent in section 4(k) was. 

(e) Mantle borrowed from Travelers in late 2021, a year and a half prior to these proposal 

proceedings were commenced, when Mantle was attempting to rebuild its business.  There is 

nothing on the record suggesting it obtained the loan with the goal of spreading the risk of 

reclamation liabilities to lenders.   The most reasonable inference to be drawn from the Travelers 

Loan Agreement and the due diligence materials provided to Travelers was that it was aware of 

those liabilities and had the opportunity to factor them into its analysis of whether to lend 

money to Mantle. 

2. Public Policy 

(a) In Orphan Well Association v Grant Thornton Ltd Redwater
3 Wagner CJ and Côté J 

essentially debated the appropriateness of subordinating creditors to the environmental 

regulator. Wagner CJ and Côté J expressed diametrically opposed views as to how the three part 

test in Newfoundland and Labrador v. AbitibiBowater Inc.4 Abitibi

or not that test was satisfied, how section 14.06 of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Canada) 

BIA  should be interpreted, whether the majority was making a public policy choice or 

interpreting the relevant federal and provincial legislation, and the applicability of the 

paramountcy and cooperative federalism doctrines. 

                                                      
2  https://www.travelerscapital.com/about/  
3 Orphan Well Association v Grant Thornton Ltd, 2019 SCC 5, Supplemental Bench Brief of Mantle, at [Tab 5] 
4 Newfoundland and Labrador v. AbitibiBowater Inc., 2012 SCC 67. 
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(b)  In paragraphs 30 and 31, Wagner CJ referred to the public policy considerations underlying the 

environmental legislation and the BIA, and determined that the environmental legislation and 

BIA were not in conflict.  Hence, the effective priority of regulatory obligations that were not in 

substance provable claims in bankruptcy did not disrupt the BIA’s priority regime.  In paragraph 

156, Wagner CJ recognized that environmental obligations that are in substance regulatory 

rather than provable claims diminish the value of the bankrupt estate and therefore the amounts 

available to secured creditors.  In paragraph 159, he also recognized that as a result, the estate 

had to perform those obligations before distributions are made to creditors.   

(c) By contrast, Côté J strongly criticized the majority decision, noting that whatever the merits of 

the competing positions of the receiver and the environ

of statutory interpretation, not policy. She added that the majority was effectively disregarding 

federal bankruptcy law in the pursuit of otherwise valid statutory objectives, with the effect that 

-pa of - 5  

Further, in paragraph 286, she disagreed with Wagner CJ  statement in paragraph 159 that 

section 14.06(7) of the BIA showed that s facilitated rather than frustrated 

the priority scheme legislated by Parliament.  She noted that Wagner CJ had acknowledged that 

section 14.06(7) was not applicable, and it was for Parliament to extend an environmental super-

priority, not the Supreme Court.  In paragraph 209, Côté J stated that in section 14.06(7), 

Parliament specifically envisioned that a government could obtain a super priority and leapfrog 

other creditors, but only where the government had already remediated the environmental 

damage. 

(d) While paragraph 159 of Wagner CJ  decision is potentially confusing, we submit that it is best 

understood as a response to Côté J he was making a policy decision that had the 

effect of defeating the legislated priority scheme in the BIA. 

(e) Wagner CJ Redwater does not only materially and adversely affect secured creditors 

with purchase- PMSIs equipment.  It also materially and adversely 

impacts the claims of all other secured creditors, Canada Reve

claims, employees  for wages that are secured by a charge in bankruptcy and receivership 

ranking in priority to every other security or charge,6 beneficiaries of pensions for claims secured 

by similar charges in bankruptcy and receivership,7 trade creditors, persons having litigation 

claims or judgments against a debtor, and employees and pension beneficiaries for their 

unsecured claims.  Wagner CJ did not differentiate the treatment of or exempt any of these 

classes of creditors, or provide a basis for differentiating or exempting them.  

(f) Whether, on a policy basis, one leans towards the reasoning and conclusions of Wagner CJ or 

Côté J, his decision represents the current law, namely that environmental obligations that are 

in substance regulatory must be satisfied before claims of secured and unsecured creditors.  

Gowling WLG (Canada) LLP 

By: 

 

________________________ 

Tom Cumming 

                                                      
5 Redwater, at paras 289 and 290. 
6 BIA, ss. 81.3 & 81.4. 
7 BIA, ss. 81.5 & 81.6. 


